VISUAL STUDIES. Intersecting Art History and Film Studies
February 18, 2016 16h00
DB Clarke Theater, Hall Building, 1455 De Maisonneuve W.
Talks by Thomas Elsaesser and James Elkins followed by a discussion
Note that a screening of Harun Farocki’s Parallel I-IV will take place Feb 17, 17:00 in the Library building (LB
362)
Thomas Elsaesser (Columbia University)

Operational Images between Industrial Use and Art Space Installation: Harun Farocki’s Parallel I-IV
One of the most fascinating developments in visual studies in recent decades has been the revaluation, within both film studies and art practice, of
images or filmic sequences made neither for the cinema nor for the gallery or the museum. These so-called ‘operational images’ – images originally
produced for purposes other than being either beautiful or self-sufficient - are now at the intersection of art history and film studies, since for the
past two decades, visual artists and film scholars have become increasingly interested in such images, taking them from their industrial, military
or scientific origins into the realms of art space display and curatorial installation. Neither ‘found footage’ nor ‘appropriation’, their ambiguous
status can tell us much about the new regimes of the image. My examples will be primarily drawn from Harun Farocki’s work, and especially his last
installation, Parallel I-IV.
Thomas Elsaesser is Emeritus Professor in the Department of Media & Culture at the University of Amsterdam. From 2006 to 2012 he was Visiting
Professor at Yale University, and now teaches part-time at Columbia University, New York. His books and articles on Film History, Film Theory,
European cinema, Hollywood, New Media and Installation Art have been published in more than 15 languages. Among his recent books as author
are: Film Theory: An Introduction through the Senses (New York: Routledge, 2010, with Malte Hagener, 2nd revised edition: 2015), The Persistence of
Hollywood (New York: Routledge, 2012). German Cinema - Terror and Trauma: Cultural Memory Since 1945 (New York: Routledge, 2013)

James Elkins (Art Institute of Chicago)

Some historical thoughts on the misunderstandings between visual studies, cinema studies, and art history
This talk will be a series of observations on pertinent parts of the twentieth-century history of visual studies, Bildwissenschaft, Kunstwissenschaft,
art history, and related fields, with the purpose of providing material for a conversation about what I consider to be a persistent disconnection
between art history and cinema studies, and to a lesser extent between visual studies and cinema studies. I won’t be proposing cures or collaborative possibilities, but genealogies that turn on the different histories of the half-dozen or so fields that have condensed into art history and visual
studies.
James Elkins is E.C. Chadbourne Professor in the Department of Art History, Theory, and Criticism, School of the Art Institute of Chicago. His writing
focuses on the history and theory of images in art, science, and nature. Some of his books are exclusively on fine art (What Painting Is, Why Are Our
Pictures Puzzles?). Others include scientific and non-art images, writing systems, and archaeology (The Domain of Images, On Pictures and the Words
That Fail Them), and some are about natural history (How to Use Your Eyes). His most recent books are What Photography Is, written against Roland
Barthes’s Camera Lucida, and Art Critiques: A Guide. From autumn 2015 he will no longer contribute to art history, visual studies, or art theory, that
is, he won’t write or edit any more books or essays on art or organize any more conferences. For the next five years, 2015 to 2020, he will be concentrating on a work in progress—an experimental novel with images.

